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Marinelle Maynard

Exhibitions

Setting sail for
Vitrum '97

Staged biennially in Milan, Italy, Vitrum is the most
important European exhibition held in odd-numbered years.

Substantial changes have
been made to improve

performance and to ensure
quality services to

exhibitors and visitors to
the event. In fact, in October

of this year the trade fair
will take place in a newly-
built pavilion in the centre

of  Milan and will occupy
space of nearly 20,000

square metres.

Fig. 1
Illustration from promotional brochure

on Vitrum ’97
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An international stage
 Every two years, the northern

Italian city of Milan is home to
Vitrum, an exhibition dedicated to the
international flat, bent and hollow glass
manufacturing and processing sectors. The
event is sponsored by Gimav, the Italian
Association of Glass Machinery and
Accessories Manufacturers, and occurs in odd-
numbered years. Vitrum, according to the
organiser, not only offers glass businesses the
opportunity to showcase know-how and
expertise to boost business, but it is also staged
to spur overall growth and development in the
glass industry. The last edition of Vitrum was
held in September 1995, at which time some
300 exhibitors travelled from Africa, the
Middle East, Asia, and North America, and
which drew a visitor crowd of nearly 13,000.

A need for change
 For four days this year, from 22 to 25

October, Vitrum will again be staged,
celebrating its tenth anniversary. The
exhibition, which has traditionally been held at
the Lacchiarella pavilion, located 20 km south
of Milan, has relocated and moved to a new
structure named Portello in the Milan
Fairground area. According to Renata Gaffo,
theVitrum manager in charge of organising this

event, the decision to change venue was
sparked by the desire to give the exhibition an
appropriate window and facilities which would
resolve certain disadvantages associated with
the Lacchiarella pavilion.

Apparently, over the years the amount of
operators who have expressed interest in
participating in the trade fair has become
increasingly higher. Previous editions of
Vitrum had occupied an area of 16,500 square
metres but, with the rising need for more
exhibition space, the Lacchiarella pavilion
proved inadequate to satisfy the demand. So, by
moving Vitrum to a more modern and
convenient venue, the fair can now have the
participation of more exhibitors and
accommodate more visitors.

Another change in the 1997 edition of
Vitrum regards the staging timeframe. The

exhibition had originally been scheduled
for the month of September but, due to the
unavailability of halls in Portello in that
month, the organisers had to move up the
event by one month, hus, exactly one year
after Glastec ’96,  the international glass
industry will have a forum for exchanging
technology and ideas.

Portello exhibition complex
With a gross area measuring

approximately 106,000 square metres,

Fig. 2
Design

drawings
of Portello
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Portello is the newest addition to the Milan
Fairgrounds. Construction of the complex was
completed in February with three new
pavilions denominated 16 (P1), 15 (P2) and 14
(F1).  Fiera Milano, a  fair organiser and the
owner of the lands on which the buildings have
been built, gave the project to successful
architect Mario Bellini. The result of Bellini's
work are modern, twin-level structures with
connecting walkways located respectively at 7,
15 and 23 metres above street level.

On entering the buildings, visitors can use
pedestrian walkways which are separate from
those designated for delivery of goods. These
pathways were designed to guarantee the
possibility of using a single hall for a single
exhibition as well as for independent and
contemporaneous setting up for expositions.

Among the pavilions, the route for visitors is
15-metres-wide and runs along a public road 7
metres above the ground. It is external to the
pavilions, but connects directly with their
intermediary floors. A two-way mechanical
walkway is installed along the route, which has
a capacity of 6,000 people per hour.  Escalators
and elevators, meanwhile, provide transportation
to higher areas of the pavilions. Direct

accessibility for transporting goods to
exhibition floors is ensured through a specific
roadway, 26 metres in width, at street level and
15 metres above on the opposite side of the
pavilions.

Detail has also been paid to adequate parking
facilities. Portello has been built with almost
26,000 square metres of parking space,
providing visitors to the complex with spaces
for more than 1,000 cars. In addition to having
parking areas inside the complex, exhibitors
will also be able to leave their vehicles in
dedicated spaces along the shipping route. As
well, a multi-level parking facility for 1,200
cars is planned to be built on a neighbouring
street.

 Depending on the type of fair, the gross
exhibition area within Portello varies from
40,000 to 47,000 square metres. Hall 15 (P2), the
largest of the three pavilions is 45,529 square
metres in total. In this pavilion, Vitrum ’97 will
occupy a net area of 20,000 square metres.

 Fees and services
For exhibiting in a newly-completed

construction, one might expect to pay a sum

Fig. 3
Map of Milan
Fairgrounds
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considerably higher than normal rates.
However, this is not the case for Vitrum ’97. In
fact, the organiser is charging fees which are
virtually equal to what it would have asked for
space in the old pavilions at Lacchiarella. Thus,
modern exhibition space in a convenient location
is being offered to the worldwide glass industry
at reasonable prices. As in the past editions, an
extensive range of services and facilities
offered by Fiera Milano are included in
exhibition fees, and entrance for visitors will be
free of charge.

Amongst the list of services offered to
exhibitors and visitors alike are reductions on
hotel accommodation and air travel. Vitrum
says it is working on an agreement with a group
of hotels in Milan, as well as those in the city’s
surrounding areas, for discounts. It is also

negotiating with Alitalia travel
agencies and others working
with the Milan Fair for reduced
airfares.

 Vitrum is also putting the
final touches on “Milan in
your hands”, a service through
which attendees of the fair can
receive maps of the city, as well
as also information on dining
and entertainment establish-
ments. The spectrum of
services includes theatre ticket
bookings and making travel
plans.

Promoting the fair
Vitrum, says Renata Gaffo, is open to the

participation of all glass, machinery and
accessory manufacturers around the world. She
emphasises that every occasion is being used to
promote Vitrum.  In addition to direct mailing
and advertisements, industry gatherings are
taken as opportune moments in which Vitrum
can promoted.

At, for example, America’s Glass Expo to be
held in Georgia, Atlanta this coming May,
promotional materials on Vitrum ’97 will be
distributed. The organiser expects to see many
more participants at this year’s fair, particularly
from outside Italy. Estimates are that the
percentage of the foreign exhibitors in
Vitrum ’97 will exceed one-third of the total
amount.
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A cultural twist
As well as showcasing innovations in glass

technology, Vitrum ’97 will also feature a
cultural exhibit called the “Glass Wreck” (also
present at Vitrum ’95). The Glass Wreck is a
display of salvaged and restored pieces of a
16th century Byzantine ship discovered in 1980
at the bottom of the Venice lagoon. The vessel
was carrying a load of unfinished glass en route
to the old merchant metropolis of Venice when
it sank in the lagoon.

The discovery of the shipwreck helped
archaeologists to trace glass trading routes: it
established that these routes originated in the
Near East. The “Glass Wreck” has not only
become a part of the Venetian heritage, but a
symbol of Vitrum as well. In fact, this year’s
theme “Sailing towards Vitrum ’97" conjures
up an image of embarking on a voyage in
search of glass. On display will be the cargo as
well as the restored anchor of the ship.

Italian glass industry
1995 results
The Italian industry's performance results for

1995  differed from one sector to the next. The
flat glass sector proved stable, with a slight
decrease in production volumes, while the hollow
glass sector fared extremely well.
Notwithstanding a relatively sluggish domestic
market in this year for flat glass, which suffered
from the recession gripping the construction

sector, the sales volume of glass
processing machinery and special
products totalled in excess of ItL 1,000
billion (US$ 627 million). This result
can be attributed in part to the
continued domestic demand for flat
glass from the automobile industry and
steady demand in the hollow glass
sector from both the domestic and
overseas markets. The glass fibre sector
also had a good result as well.

Exports of glass processing
machinery and special products in
1995 accounted for 70% of the

industry’s total sales volume, which reached
nearly ItL 700 billion (US$ 439 million). The
lion’s share went to the European Union,
representing 42%, with the remaining portion
going to Asia and North America.

ITALIAN GLASS INDUSTRY
1995 RESULTS

Type Production Exports Imports
(tonnes) (% ’94) (tonnes) (% ’94) (tonnes ) (% ’94)

Flat    883,038  - 0.97  195,022  -17.32 407,142  +11.39

Hollow 3,094,453   +1.81   581,511 +15.91 194,895   -12.75

Fibre     117,917  +50.68     72,575 +41.92    94,936  +11.10

Source: Assovetro
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